
Fuel Employee
Growth with
Intervy 

Do you ever wish workplace learning
could be more personalized, efficient,
and engaging? That's where Intervy
steps in. Our intuitive AI-powered
platform is here to transform the way
employees learn and managers train.
Let's break it down. 



something new? Just ask
our AI-powered virtual
assistant and embark on a
learning journey tailored
just for you. 

3. Knowledge Retrieval:
Ever wished you had a
"Google" for your
company's internal
documentation? That's
Intervy! With a connected
knowledge base, you'll
always have speedy
access to crucial
company info, helping you
make informed decisions
instantly. 

1. Personalized Learning
Pathways: Your manager
has scheduled specific
courses for you to learn.
Don't worry; it won't feel
like a lecture. Our
lessons are engaging and
personalized to your
prior level of knowledge,
helping you absorb the
knowledge at your pace.
 
2. Personal Learning
Assistant: Think of
Intervy as your personal
study buddy, ready 24/7.
Have a question about a
course or want to learn
.........................

From an Employee's
Perspective: 



1. Distribute Courses:
With Intervy, you can
easily give your team
access to a world of
knowledge. Our platform
comes preloaded with
expert-crafted courses on
essential topics like
cybersecurity and
employee well-being. Just
a few clicks, and your
team is ready to learn. 

2. Create Your Own
Courses: Want to share
unique company insights
or processes? No
problem!

From an Manager's
Perspective: 

Use our AI document
processor to create your
own microlearning
courses. Just upload a
document and AI will do
the rest. 

3. Track and Improve:
Knowledge is power, but
only if it's utilized
correctly. Intervy gives
you the tools to track
learning progress and
identify knowledge gaps
within your team, helping
you refine and improve
your training strategies
over time. 



Contact us:
hello@intervy.app
intervy.app

In a nutshell, Intervy bridges the
gap between learning and work,
providing a seamless, interactive,
and intelligent platform that caters
to every user's needs. With Intervy,
work transcends its traditional
boundaries to become a powerful
platform for continuous learning,
growth, and achievement. 


